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1) Empirical Observations on Over-parameterized Neural Networks

I Training seems not too difficult despite
non-convexity (Zhang et al 2017)

I “Global minima” can be connected
(Draxler et al 2018, Garipov et al 2018)

What are the special properties of the loss function which can potentially justify for
these phenomena under excessive over-parameterization regimes?

2) Characterizing Geometry of Sublevel Sets

Definition:
I The α-sublevel set of a function is the set {θ | Φ(θ) ≤ α}

I A valley is a connected component of some strict sublevel set {θ | Φ(θ) < α}
I A bad valley is a valley where the loss cannot be arbitrarily close to the infimum

Existing results (Venturi-Bandeira-Bruna 2018, Safran-Shamir 2016): For
one-hidden-layer networks with square loss, if #hidden units ≥ N then the loss has
no bad valleys, and if #hidden units ≥ 2N then all global minima are connected.

Our paper presents novel results/analysis for arbitrary deep networks/loss functions!

3) Optimization Problem

Empirical risk minimization:

min
θ=(Wl,bl)L

l=1

Φ(θ) :=
1

N

N∑
i=1

‖WLσ(. . .W2σ(W1xi + b1) + b2 . . .) + bL − yi‖2
2

Remarks:
I Any other convex loss is possible, e.g. cross-entropy loss, non-smooth Hinge-loss
I No assumption on training data, except that all xi ’s are distinct

4) Main Theorem 1: All Valleys are Global Valleys

Theorem 1 Suppose that:
i) σ is piecewise linear, strictly monotonic and σ(R) = R
ii) There exists a hidden layer k such that nk ≥ N and nk+1 > . . . > nL
Then Φ has NO bad valleys, i.e. there exists a continuous descent path from
any starting point to an arbitrarily small loss value.

nk: width of layer k , N: #training samples, L: #layers

About the assumptions:

I i) is satisfied by Leaky-ReLU
I ii) implies that the network can fit arbitrary outputs
I Previous work with similar assumptions on the architecture (Nguyen-Hein ’17,’18):

characterizing optimality of critical points/local minima where σ is real analytic

Discussions:

I NO bad local minima 6⇐⇒ NO bad valleys

I NO bad valleys =⇒ The loss can be made “arbitrarily” small inside every valley

The existence of a wide hidden layer makes the loss surface free of suboptimal valleys!

5) Proof Sketch of Theorem 1

I Pick any θ = (Wl, bl)L
l=1 inside a valley. Let Fk(θ) ∈ RN×nk be the output at

layer k. Suppose Φ(θ) = ϕ(FL(θ)) for some convex function ϕ.
I Move θ along a continuous curve with “constant loss” so that the end point of the

curve satisfies rank(Fk) = N and {Wk+2, . . . ,WL} are full rank
I Key observation: From such full-rank point, any C0 curve on the output space

RN×nL can be realized by a C0 curve on Wk+1

I Pick any target output Y ∗ with ϕ(Y ∗) ≤ ε for ε small enough
I Find a C0 curve on Wk+1(t), t ∈ [0, 1], which realizes the following output

(1− t)FL(θ) + tY ∗

I The entire curve must be contained in the valley since, by convexity of ϕ,

Φ(θ(t)) = ϕ(FL(θ(t))) ≤ (1− t)ϕ(FL(θ)) + tϕ(Y ∗) ≤ Φ(θ)

I The theorem’s statement follows by noting that Φ(θ(1)) = ϕ(Y ∗) ≤ ε

6) Main Theorem 2: Uniqueness of Global Valley

Theorem 2 Suppose that:
i) σ is piecewise linear, strictly monotonic and σ(R) = R
ii) n1 ≥ 2N and n2 > . . . > nL
Then every sublevel set of Φ is connected and unbounded.

About the assumptions:
I i) is satisfied by Leaky-ReLU
I ii) is intuitive as in practice the first layer often has largest number of neurons

Corollary: Φ has a unique valley, i.e. all global minima are connected.

A non-trivial non-convex function with connected sublevel sets.

7) Theorem 3: Extension to Other Activation Functions

Theorem 3 Let σ be a piecewise linear activation function. It holds that:
a) If min {n1, . . . , nL−1} ≥ N then Φ has NO bad valleys
b) If min {n1, . . . , nL−1} ≥ 2N then every sublevel set of Φ is connected

Stronger conditions but results hold for every piecewise linear activation function!

8) Proof Sketch of Theorem 2

Objective: Find a C0 curve btw. θ and θ′ within the same sublevel set.

I Move θ resp. θ′ to a new point which satisfies full-rank properties (see Thm 1)
I Using n1 ≥ 2N to find a C0 curve to obtain (W1, b1) = (W ′

1, b
′
1)

I Key idea: any C0 curve in (Wl, bl)L
l=3 can be realized by a C0 curve in (W2, b2)

I Equalize (Wl, bl)L
l=3 by using the fact that “full-rank non-square matrices are

path-connected”, and then (W2, b2) using convexity of ϕ

9) Importance of Initialization
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